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S/14/91
#l HATONN
TUECommander Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn present in service unto God,
the Intergalactic Federation and
unto the ground crew already in
placement.
I come this morning
wearing a rather formal hat for it is
time to speak to some within my
command who fail to “get the
point”, even with the alarm clock
ringing and the trumpets bellowing.
I have even given special dedication unto certain people, in various
Journals, and it is obvious that
even those are not read--much less
the information within. You who
think selves so all-fired filled with
brilliant information of some secret
sort or another and pronounce it
“Truth” unto the world--HOW DO
YOU THINK IT “YOU” THAT
COMES BY THE OPPORTUNITIES TO GLEAN SUCH? OH,
FROM YOUR RESEARCH?
I
SUGGEST YOU PERISH THE
SETTLE
THOUGHT
AND
DOWN TO THINE PROJECTED
INTENT
UNTO
GOD AND
COUNTRY.
Especially those of you who have
witnessed craft of alien design and
now unfold gifted truth of information--if you do not cease and desist your specialized ego rituals-information and discrediting are
destined to come upon you and
your work, for God gives forth
Truth at this time to be shared and
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to be utilized for the betterment of
If you dwell within
a species.
thine own burrows declaring “I
shall sue” and “I shall this or that
if you say one more word that
matches my projections, etc.. . .I
will, or else. .” you had best think
again--for God’s Truth is coming
forth and it shall come forth
whether or not you individual participants believe it to be sacrosanct
by a Man-made bunch of nothing.
I am going to print Bruce Cathie’s
letter to George (who, by the way,
publishes Cathie’s books and/or
distributes them). I am going to do
this for I would hope that Bruce
Cathie will look up and smell the
coffee burning.

Something that the person is
not obviously aware of is that there
are a few minor errors in this earlier material that have been corrected in my later research. The
errors have been copied as well
which indicates just how bright
“Hatonn” is.
I do not know who is trying to
kid who but this material is definitely illegal and I intend to discuss
this with my solicitor if it occurs
again.
It would be appropriate if
“Hatonn” wrote a follow-up and
indicated clearly that the material
was referring to information in my
books.
Yours sincerely, Bruce.

QUOTE:

END QUOTING

May 7, 1991
Dear George and Desiree,
First of all thank you for the
return of the Photos and data I sent
over for the book. Much appreciated. The photos cannot be replaced.
But now something that I am
very angry about.
I do not know who the person
is that is supposed to be receiving
messages from “Hatonn” but there
will be some trouble if whoever it
is does not stop using material
which is almost word for word
from my books. In other words
“Plagiarism”,
Check my books and you will
see that the material is almost an
exact copy.

First of all, I, HATONN, AM A
COMMANDER OF ONE OF THE
LARGEST SHIPS YOUE HAVE
IMAGINED TO EXIST AND
HAVE BEEN, FURTHER, WITNESSED BY YOU PERSONALLY. I am Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn, Commander Fleet Operation,
Pleiades Sector, Shan Quadrant,
United Federation Fleet, Intergalactic Fleet Command,. I have
made every effort to contact you
through as many resources as possible--now, just who might you be,
Mr. Cathie, that holds yourself
forth as being so incredibly brilliant as to withhold your “light”
from your brothers at this time of
transition? The world is ready to
self-destruct and you are going to

i
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quibble about whose frequencies
are whose?
I have given great, great honor
unto you for sensing and understanding your purpose and mission-but you have failed in your commission to recognize the truth of
contact. Who and what do you
think is running around in your
atmosphere--you
are surely not
going to tell me “Little Grey
Aliens” who hold hostage your
pure and wondrously Godly politicians.
I would suggest that it matters not
who is my secretary/translator--that
one detests working with numbers
and figures and most especially-THAT WHICH YOU CONSIDER
YOURS! She would not read your
material if it were the last information available to her--it is of no
interest to her and further, she is
far too busy to consider your
tirades as they pertain to ME.
Now
you
suggest
that
my
“brightness” is somehow in question. Well, I am bright enough to
not only recognize the “few minor
errors” and, further, tell you now
that there are still m
errors
which have not been corrected in
any of your material. I am, however, bright enough to NOT
change your errors for I have no
intent whatsoever to repeat work
which another has accepted commission to do. As a Commander
of this operation, I am quite annoyed at attitudes I uncover within
the ranks of the very ones who
claim gifted insight and scientific
I further welcome all
prowess.
contact by any and all “solicitors”,
although I have urged time upon
time for ones in the scientific
community to avail themselves of
your works--still they do not do so.
You have no corner on Truth and
neither will it be allowed to die
with your projections of “ONLY
MINE”--if Truth is Truth--it is
NOT YOURS! If you have intentionally projected errors or lies you
have done your brothers a great

disservice and, in that event, I
would suggest George cease any
relationship with your work so that
we can get on with the job at hand.
Now, sir, you can step down from
your ivory pedestal and humbly
petition insight and you shall be
given the portions which are in error so that they can find correction--there are others in the scientific community awaiting frequencies and directions which were allotted to you to produce so that
they can get on with their work. If
you have no intentions of other
than legal foolishness--we will bypass you. If you do not wish your
information utilized then I suggest
you move from New Zealand right
into the underground at the South
Pole wherein you will walk into a
community who will not only utilize your material, but will keep it
from the world and destroy both
you and your work.
You who “uncover” the illness and
Satanic evil of the nations and peoples at the lead, begin to anger me-HOW DID YOU EXPECT GOD
TO RETURN? WHO DID YOU
BELIEVE TO BE “THE MAYBE
GOOD GUYS” IN THE LITTLE
SHIPS? HOW DID YOU THINK
THEY
CONTACT
WOULD
YOU?
WHY DON’T YOU
CLOSE YOUR MOUTH AND
OPEN YOUR EARS? I CARE
NOT ABOUT INSULTS TO MYSELF--BUT, SIR, I OBJECT TO
INSULTS OF TOTAL IGNORANCE
OF
FOUNDATION
AGAINST MY PEOPLE IN SERVICE UNTO YOUR SPECIES AT
THIS
CRITICAL
TIME
OF
CHANGE AND CONFRONTATION WITHIN YOUR CYCLE
UPON SHAN (EARTH).
Over and over and over again, I
have given Bruce Cathie THE
honor of being the only one thus
far with credible understanding in
deciphering the universal code and
field frequencies as applicable to
your planet grid-system. I have efforted every way at my service ex*
”
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cept for the two-by-four on your
own head to get your attention. I
am finally glad to have succeeded.
Consider this a “follow-up” and
indication that clearly states that
much of the material referring to
is from
frequency information
Bruce Cathie.
Now, Bruce, the
next portion of the instruction is go
turn profusely red and drag about
in embarrassment--for it obviously
IS ONLY YOU who have not read
the honors which have been attributed you by my Command, Cocommand and Me. The readers are
having a field day in entertainment
for they have already taken note-and some,
even from
New
Zealand, have efforted to contact
you, write you, etc., and have received nothing from you, brother.
NEVER UNDERESTIMATE THE
PURPOSES OF GOD, son.
BETTER THAN THAT
Now, my scribe is really annoyed
for she is worked into tatters and
wishes not to give you another
minute of our precious time.
“Hatonn
is bright
However,
enough” to know that you have
great contribution to render and,
further, I am also bright enough to
know that when a true servant of
God and Brother is approached, he
will hear. You, sir, can respond
any way you care to for it is of
your choosing--but, if we have to
introduce the truth of information
(with corrections), we will do so
for it is not YOURS. Further, I
will not make correction on this
apparatus for it is monitored by the
Edwards Air Force Base, the CIA
and
the
government
Federal
surveillance services--along with
the KGB and Mossad--it would
NOT be very bright of Hatonn to
give them the final keys of operational information--would it?
,
I shall dictate to you, Dharma, a
dissertation regarding Bruce Cathie
and then I shall make further comment. What I will use, for you
other reference readers is from a
book, let me see here, ah yes:
#2

ABOVE TOP SECRET. THE
WORLDWIDE UFO COVER-UP,
by Timothy Good; Quill, William
Morrow, New York. What do I
think of this book? I don’t!
QUOTE
NEW ZEALAND, 196568
The DIA apparently showed great
interest in the controversial theories of Captain Bruce Cathie, the
New Zealand airline pilot who
claims to have discovered evidence
for a worldwide grid system used
by UFO’s. Cathie’s meetings with
US Defense Attache’s in Wellington are documented, as well as his
correspondence with them, in the
released DIA documents.

responded by sending Colonel
Burnett a brochure outlining the
findings of the Air Force on
UFO’s, adding: “Since no evidence
exists that these objects represent
interstellar travel there is no basis
for Captain Cathie’s beliefs.” Despite the FTD’s apparent skepticism, Colonel Burnett continued to
send them details of Cathie’s findings and calculations for at least
another year.

..
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1968

Bruce Cathie told me that it was
Colonel Burnett who revealed that
intensive UFO research was carried out at Wright-Patterson AFB,
referred to in Cathie’s second
book:

1968

2335
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Cathie first approached the US
Embassy in Washington in the
mid-1960’s, since which time the
DIA kept a file on him. The earliest documented memo is from
Colonel John Burnett, Air attache,
to the Foreign Technology Division at Wright-Patterson
AFB,
dated 26 August 1965, from which
I quote the following extract:

365

..

Z
It is difficult to prove such a sensational allegation, but I have no
reason to doubt Captain Cathie’s
integrity.
Naturally, there is no
reference to this in any of the DIA
documents on him.

[Hatonn: and rightfully so--for
that is a most misleading conclusion. At best the craft could
only come from the sector of
Venus as you ones destroyed
Venus, as to life-forms, some
eons past. But the general idea
is within reason so let us go
on.]
The Foreign Technology Division

By 1967 Colonel Burnett had been
replaced by Colonel Lewis Walker,
who seems to have been less impressed with Cathie’s ideas than
his predecessor. But this did not
prevent Walker from forwarding
Cathie’s material to the DIA at the
Pentagon.
An Intelligence Information Report dated 8 February
1968 states:

.
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[Hatonn: Did you ones actually
believe alien beings, in service for
the one you call “Satan” or the
“Anti-God/Christ”, would actually
be stupid enough to bring alien-appearing races among you?--first
you have to deceive the people and
terrify them. You do this by projecting expectation of horror and
deceit in the place of Truth in
#2

--

given circumstances--but the rule is
to then infiltrate within your society and into all facets of your social infrastructure--beings who are
just like you--Shamir is the first
one made public who resembles the
original race of aliens. You ones
continue to go to the groups and
organizations of infiltration to effort to find Truth--and they are
READY FOR YOU. Perhaps it is
not Hatonn “WHO IS NOT TOO
“BRIGHT” .]
By May 1968, however, Colonel
Walker seems to have become fed
up with Cathie. A report to the
DIA dated 1 May indicates that
although Cathie was not considered
a “nut”, on the last three occasions
that he called at the Defense Attaches office to discuss his latest
findings,
conversations
“These
were ignored.”
Cathie had complained that he had been put under
surveillance and that in April he
had been accosted by three Americans in Invercargill, who had asked
him to accompany them, which he
refused to do. Cathie believed that
these men came from a US Navy
vessel, but according to Colonel
Walker the only US ship that was
south of Auckland at the time was
USS
which was in the
Antarctic, however.
The report
concludes:
Capt. Cathie said that he had been
cleared by the NZ government to
pursue his research and that he had
a letter to this effect signed by the
Prime Minister. He stated that the
Member of Parliament from his
area, Dr. Findley, had interceded
for him and obtained government
approval for his work. He then
asked the DATT (Defense Attache)
to “Call your agents off. I have
official approval to continue my
work. I don’t want them tailing
me.”
PI sent copies of these documents
to Captain Cathie in 1986, and
“He
asked him for a comment.
(Colonel Walker) is only saying
that in his opinion I am obsessed

with my research,” he replied,
“and that there is no way they can
talk me out of it. Which is fairly
correct, except for the word obsessed. My research is my hobby
and I find it most interesting. The
evidence which I now have on
hand will prove without doubt that
my unified equations are correct. ”
END QUOTING
I see no need to play further word
games, Captain. The craft mostly
encountered are directly from the
Antarctic bases and are not allowed
into space at any rate. There are
bases well-established all about
your planet awaiting the full takeover of the Elite Command which
is now referred to as “New World
Order”/“One World Government”-who did you expect the AntiChrist of the Revelation to be? He
was already kicked out of “heaven”
(defined: the space perceived as a
dome surrounding your atmosphere
in which the stars and galaxies are
contained).
These ones are now
limited to physical aspects and
fully intend to enslave your planet
of humanoids. Since the species of
humans are the Creation of one
you might refer to as God and established within The Creation
which is in cleansing of her property--guess who the rest of us are!
Ah so, the ones sent to clean it up
and reclaim property and get the
ones of you who have served and
will serve through the transition,
either into Truth or off the orb or
whatever is appropriate--we touch
no one who declines and force no
one into anything whatsoever. We
do, however, become totally annoyed when ones with commitment
to Truth refuse to see Truth. Further, we shall withdraw and if this
be your choice, Mr. Cathie--so be
it.
Now for you people who still say,
“But who is this man and why do
you waste your time with him?” I
would give the following: He is
61 years of age with about enough
Earth mileage on him to have gath*
4
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ered some intelligence of Earth operation. He was birthed on Earth
in Auckland, New Zealand and can
also say “Gooday, mate” as well as
Paul Hogan of Australia--except
that he doesn’t. He served in the
Royal New Zealand Air Force and
trained as a pilot after training in
engineering. Around the mid-50’s
he joined New Zealand’s National
Airways Corporation.
He began
his writings after prolonged witness of UFO activity around Mangere, Auckland.
He has published some four books
regarding the criss-crossed electromagnetic grid system of Earth
based on theory and discovery and
proof of some points through
mathematical projections.
He has
presented mathematical evidence
which indicates that the grid system was known to your scientists
and was and is being used for secret experimentation, particularly
by the nations involved in atomic
bomb testing, etc.
Ah yes, his
earlier books are out of print--surprise, surprise!
Truth is taken
from the shelves as quickly as possible and so is the author if at all
possible to accomplish. It is not
easy to keep Captain Cathie in one
piece, alive and well--and I reject
the intent which would destroy him
but I honor my own crew who are
placed in responsibility’ to keep
him alive.
The enemy knows
where to find this man but I am
“also bright enough” to ‘not give
names, dates, locations and where
to “shoot to kill”. Further, I am
truly bright enough to NOT GIVE
THE ENEMY THE ADVANTAGE OF FULL KNOWLEDGE
OF WORKABLE EQUATIONS-THEY ALREADY UTILIZE THE
SYSTEM TO NEAR PERFECYOU-THETION--AGAINST
PEOPLE OF, THE WORLD.
I, Hatonn, have no intent to bog
down the work in prolonged
awaiting for ones within the mission to come to attention if it requires too much “time’‘--for you of
God, are out of “time”. To find all

the things of “wrong” about the
planet and do nothing only allows
for perishment within the lie--while
some of you knew the truth of it. I
suggest all of you who bear Truth
STOP--CEASE--DESIST from the
quarrels and efforting to PROVE a
point and then lashing out at your
perceived personal enemy. If you
have no enemies--you are no threat
to evil and therefore none will
bother.
WILLIAM COOPER
Herein I speak directly to William
Cooper. Son, is it not about time
to come down from thine mountain
and allow Truth within? You have
done more to PROVE OF HATONN’S PRESENCE than almost
any other--so what do you get?
Denouncement and total assault in
response
to
your
continued
counter-assaults against the misdis-informers.
Most of the disinformation people don’t know a
confounded thing about almost everything--why do you allow yourself to be sucked in? Because you
cannot come from ego-trip to experience the Truth and realize it is
not the assault which wins the battle, but rather, only discredits that
which IS TRUTH.
And Mr. Goodman, you seem to
recognize Truth and the severity of
the plight of your own nation, not
to even move outside your own
nation--why do you not look as
truthfully
into possibilities--the
God you claim and the Christ you
claim might just have representatives upon whom YOU HAVE
CALLED!
Try communication-you might find you rather like it.
I have never picked Cooper’s
“work” apart--I take exception to
his irrational behavior as if attacked, somehow. I am not interested in his material but I shall effort to correct his conclusions and
honor him with that which is correct.
Now, ones will say--but how was

it you said Lazar was pretty much
correct about area 51? Because
Bob Lazar, whether put forth in
misinformation or disinformation,
had nailed some pretty interested
points--for instance, let us clear up
some “mysterious” “stuff’. Area
51 is simply the area which encompasses a portion of Nevada just
outside Las Vegas and includes
Nellis Air Force Base--whereat
some rather remarkable research
has been carried on BY YOUR
OWN GOVERNMENT AND INVOLVING
SPACE PERSONS
AND CRAFT--SOME OF WHICH
ARE PLACED THERE DELIBERATELY
BY OUR
OWN
COMMAND. THEY HAVE AT
LEAST FIVE BEINGS IN VARIOUS STATES OF DEATH AND
PERCEIVED
“LIFE” WHICH
WERE SENT THERE VIA EDWARDS
AFB
IN
AUGUST/SEPTEMBER
OF 1987
DELIBERATE
FOLLOWING
“CRASHING” AND A FEW
DEMONSTRATIONS
OF ENERGY-SHIELDS ON THE PART
OF SPACE COMMAND--OURS.
THE REAL “ENEMY”
Now, there are not any “Royal
Highnesses called Krill”, etc., unless you ones have conjured them.
You have been totally infiltrated
and operational in service to
Earthbound energies such as Bush,
etc. The little aliens do not hold
anyone hostage--the evil bastards
and whores are already on your
place, earthbound and ready to take
your world--it is called the Elite
One World Government, headed
by the Elite Khazarian Races calling themselves Zionists and Israelis. They are NOT chosen of
God--they are the ANTI-GOD, and
they intend to enslave the planet, if
it means total destruction of the
orb and all life-forms. The next
step is laid and the beast is pulling
in the armloads of fragments of acquisition from nations to governments, physically and spiritually-into the pit of lies and certain destruction. ,I suggest that name*
5
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calling of the perceived adversary
such as “Sticky Dicky” and Mr.
“Pecker” is both a waste of time
and causes discredit for it is perceived that a Man of God would
have better and more rational control of self.
There is nothing strange nor mysterious about my presence nor of
my communications
through a
translator and/or secretary--I am
not stupid enough to come into the
den of lions as shred your own
being and, quite frankly, I do not
look forward greatly to having to
serve with some who claim to be
my friends. I do have a mission
and I do have higher information; I
have personally met with every
head of every nation in your planet
called Shan (Earth). I have been
seen, efforted at incarceration,
given last opportunities of change
into Godly service (if the being is
remaining as “original” creation)-most, you know, are not; they are
replicas and genetic reproductions
and/or synthetics manipulated by
the head puppet-masters.
The head, however, of the Drug
business (as perceived by ones on
your placement, such as Col.
Gritz), thought to be the one who
is known as Armitage, is really
George Bush, Henry Kissinger and
the immediate shadows around that
Government placement.
This is
only a small part of the plan which
already has moved so far ‘that reverse is almost impossible--BUT,
WITH GOD ALL IS POSSIBLE
AND SO SHALL IT COME TO
BE--IF YOU ONES RAISE YOUR
HEADS, STOP YOUR SILLY
BICKERING
AND PICTUREHUGGING AND LET US WORK
TOGETHER TO BRING TRUTH-1 COME TO PROVE NOTHING
AND SHALL NOT EVEN ATTEMPT TO PROVE ANYTHING-THE PROOF IS IN SHAMBLES
ALL AROUND YOU AND YOU
CAN’T PROVE ANYTHING!
Now all you troops who claim to
speak for Truth and Constitution,

. .

etc., had better stop the foolishness
and let us pull together. I have no
intentions of intervention--but I
have information and capability
beyond your imaginings and if
your intent is to REALLY SERVE
AND BRING RETURN OF CONSTITUTIONAL
TRUTH
AND
LAW UNTO YOUR NATION
AND THE WORLD--THEN
I
SUGGEST WE GET ON WITH
IT! I, however, am weary of extending the invitation of discourse
and it is most certainly up to you
as individuals that which you do.
But, if you continue in the blatherings and calling it good intent--I
can promise the work shall be discredited by your personal enemies.
over which you
twiddle and dicker is a foolish display of absolute garbage--why
would anyone bother to have ongoing relations with them--UNLESS, your intent, also, is to kill
time and destroy that which could
change your national path? God
waits only so long for His ones
committed to service, to see Light
and Truth of commission, and then
those who fail to see are simply
passed over and their work lost
unto Mankind’s service. It is the
personal choice of all beings to
make those own individual choices.

required, to help get yours out of
the pothole. Why do I continue to
stick with individual ones who
have a portion of this magnificent
puzzle? Because you have a piece
of the magnificent puzzle and a
contribution
to
make
unto
Mankind--if you can pull of self
together and see the path laid forth.
I have no personal involvement
whatsoever regarding your journey
as individuals--I DO HAVE A
MISSION WHICH I INTEND TO
FULFILL IN PERFECTION AND
BRING YOU POW’S HOME.
Ones who wish to stay in prison
are most welcome to do so but you
will not be allowed to hold jobs
which must be brought to conclusion for the remainder of the
POW’s wishing rescue. I AM A
COMMANDER AND I AM ON A
MISSION WHICH WILL BE
BROUGHT TO CONCLUSION
AND I CARE NOT ABOUT
YOUR PERSONAL OPINIONS
REGARDING THE MATTER,
FOR I REPEAT--I HAVE NOT
ONE THINGr TO PROVE TO
ANY OF YOU FOR I AM NOT A
TEACHER
KINDERGARTEN
FOR ONES OLD ENOUGH TO
BE
GRADUATING
EXCEPT
FOR YOUR OWN ILLUSION OF
EGO IMPORTANCE.
SUE WHO?

Addictions are thrust upon the servants of God to pull you down and
cause irrational behaviors and
functioning with as sure a path to
destruction of credibility as any
one thing on your planet. Ponder
it and if shoes fit the feet--then be
uncomfortable in them and when
you understand the way it IS, we
will adjust the shoes. So be it.
Perhaps I should speak in the same
language used against my own
Some of you
serving persons.
have acted as “slimy pukes” yourselves and I can promise you that
my scribe wishes to have NOTHING FURTHER TO DO WITH
YOU OR YOUR WORK. I continue to await your intentions for I
am dedicated to give “my ass”, if

If I find portions of your work that
are valid I will use them and so
state it. If I find it incorrect and
inconclusive, I shall also state it.
You may sue--I find it amusing as
to JUST “WHO” WILL YOU
SUE?
If you sue against use of
TRUTH, then you pronounce your
own output--LIE. It would appear
to me that the better part of intelligence might be to check it out and
perchance you might find me to be
who I say I am. I wish no publicity and I would never reveal my
scribe--as you so foolishly did, Mr.
Cooper. I would far prefer you
ones clean up your own garbage
pits and utilize your own earth
God-given talents and research--for
I do not even like y,our species nor
‘>
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your planet--save that it is a wondrous Creation of our own Creator
and you, whether I wish claim to
the fact or not, are my brothers
and sisters on special services assignment-of which most of you
became more dense between the
ears than the compression within
which you function.
I am grateful for the opportunity to
respond to correspondence and I
ask that George please copy this
document to several specific persons: Bill Cooper, Billy Goodman,
James Gritz, etc.--I think he will
have his own listings. Why do I
work with George Green?
Ah,
wouldn’t you ones just love to
JUDGE that circumstance?!?
By
the way, Bill--ones of your
“worshippers”, i.e. “Fritz” passes
out erroneous information as do
you--Dharma is accused of being
married to George Green--I have at
least one husband and one wife
who would disagree with that
assessment.
Further, if you can’t get it straight
as to whether George is a member
of the CIA, KGB or Mossad-please stop fostering the information. Now, surprise! I don’t give
a flip what or who George Green
was nor might still be--ESPECIALLY any of your silly sut-veillance teams of misinformation
tossers. God only cares about that
which a MAN Is! AND FURTHER, HE LOVES HIS ONES IN
THE CIA WITH EQUAL LOVE
AS THOSE WHO ARE NOT-YOU INCLUDED.
Why would God not want participation of ones well-trained in the
services? What is the purpose of
training in the first place? Do you
suppose Bo Gritz would have the
impact which he now places on his
audience if ‘he had not had the
VERY experiences which have
filled his path until now? Any who
can rise above the egomaniac
“trip”, recognize worth instead of
false insecurity, shall be welcomed
aboard with joyous celebrations of

a job well-done and a person
brought into maturity of realization
of “WHERE IT’S REALLY AT
AND THAT WHICH YOU REALLY ARE! ” May God give unto
all ones the ability to understand
and see within.
Dharma, I will let you off the hook
now and I thank you for your service. If all jobs were those we feel
wondrously soothing and pleasant
to our senses, we would have no
space within which to grow.
There is so much foolish (stupid)
misinterpretation upon your place
that it defies the imagination of
how Man could actually perceive it
to bear any Truth whatsoever-nonetheless, it is so, for the adversary has done a near perfect job of
deception and training. So be it.
We can move it about if we join
hands and work together--else, it
shall fall into that which is laid
forth by and for the adversary.
God already has his special places
prepared--so it is absolutely up to
you ones that which you do.
I shall move to stand-by. The piles
of work are infinite but we must
have a break. I can only suggest
that the ones in point get busy and
catch up for they are far, far behind in their important reading and
study--while they run hither and
yon looking for God and Truth,
they miss the lifeboat. So be it. I
salute you.
Gyeorgos C. Hatonn

S/14/91
#2 HATONN
CONFIRMATION
Please see that this copy of the fax
sent to George at the bookstore,
this morning is included in our
proceeding document.
It is from
the Office of Foreign Relations,
Washington. I purposely kept this
from Dharma’s attention until she
had finished her morning writing,
but I wish this included in the
mailing to the ones named prior to
this. I will keep both the time of

the incident in point and give no
disclosure to the party involved. If
you will quietly locate the source
of the original fax, George, please
send a copy of this morning’s
writing to the sender. Thank you.
Again, I have nothing to prove, yet
you ones want proof; so be it.
KNOW (and this is to anyone
wishing to share confirmation with
our team wherever they are), YOU
SHALL BE PROTECTED AND
YOUR INFORMATION KEPT IN
TOTAL CONFIDENCE AS TO
IDENTITY AND LOCATION. I
like to share confirmations when
possible but, again, I have nothing
to prove.
This is also true for
anyone who wishes incorporation
or Institute information or participation. If you KNOW SOME
OF THE ONES WHO ARE INVOLVED IN VARIOUS CIRCUMSTANCES--HONOR THEM
AND YOURSELVES ENOUGH
TO GUARD THEM. If we are
asked to identify and/or are given
permission to print--fine, we are
happy to share but when ones are
so strategically at risk and ask
protection, so be it and we will not
play into the vicious curiosity of
ones who would destroy a brother.
The following is typical; you will
note it is regarding -an area of
which I spoke only this morning-which is WHY I spoke of the location this day. This is to ease my
scribe a bit for information I bring
is most often totally unknown to
her. In fact, we often meet and
information is sometimes found
coming back from outside locations
prior to her coming into conscious
knowledge of the circumstance in
point. That angers me and jeopardizes our security. We have recently had to abandon projects under way because of loose tongues
within the workers who simply do
not realize that which they do. It
does, however, prove a great deal
to higher cause when this happens
as it has in these past two weeks.
It shows that some ones who claim
otherwise, are still PLAYING IN
I_‘>
i
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THE METAPHYSICAL
“NEW
AGE” GARBAGE OF MYSTICAL FANTASIES AND HAVE
NO IDEA OF THAT WHICH
THEY ARE ABOUT.
I have no input as to another’s beliefs or to that at which they wish
I do, however, expect
to play.
ones who hold positions of trust
and inclusion within our workers,
take note and pay attention for the
time of little games is over and if
the child has not graduated--so be
it--for ones may not be allowed to
continue disruption and destruction
For instance, Mr.
of another.
Cooper was badly misled and actually disinformed by ones in Sedona regarding
This was over a year past
but he responded in almost irrational manner without any knowledge whatsoever. He shouted over
the airwaves, lies (oh yes, Bill:
i.e., ” . ..have plagiarized 50 pages
of my work. ” No, the document
of Mr. Cooper’s, at best, was some
26 pages of rough manuscript so
mathematics were erroneous, if
nothing else.) My scribe was not
privy to the circumstances or the
I gave him credit for
resource.
some rather reasonable research
and took exception to many of his
inclusions including all of his conSo, in response, he
elusions .
claimed an entire call-in, program
on which George was guest and
foolish--playing
was incredibly
right into the hands of his!own enemies . He had many of his most
vindictive current enemies calling
in to denounce George and the
He spread names and
Journals.
addresses and total denouncement.
I care not about opinion but it
would seem that ones of the calibre
he wishes to project as himself
would have researched a bit more
comprehensively prior to doing
something so’rash.
You see, now, ones call in to use
against him that which was accusation against others by Cooper in
which, in his uncontrolled behavior, he actually threatened death to

his adversary.
This is NEVER
LOST TO THE ADVERSARY AS
A TOOL TO REAP DESTRUCTION UPON THE ONE OUT OF
CONTROL.
Cooper also threatened my scribe through George-11
. . . .to take out these ---- receivers . . . . ” I took it as an intention of probability and responded
accordingly. We do not need irrational hot-heads in any operation,
much less in the bringing forth of
God’s work--passionate
participants, yes--irrational and uncontrolled behavior subject to more
severe changes through any type of
substances use. I can only tell you
that no one can make a fool of another for the other has to agree to
the being the fool. Further, ones
CAN NOT DISCREDIT TRUTH-ONLY ALLOW THE PROJECTOR TO DESTROY HIS OWN
FURCREDIBILITY--AND,
THER, I, HATONN, HAVE NO
INTENT TO DISCERN FOR
ANY OF YOU WHICH IS
WHICH.
Nonetheless, for you readers, here
is a bit of sharing--old enough to
be secure and recent enough to be
current. This has nothing to do
with the persons in prior point. Is
it possible someone has sent me
something which is a facade, sting,
etc? Who cares--for I know what
is at Area 51 in Nevada and I
know how special services operate
and so, at worst, it is certainly
valid enough. At best, it gives you
information which is equally valid.
The person in point is valid and the
subject in point is a result of an effort to find out about craft coming
and going from the area of “5 1”
and other strange things occurring
which were causing great concern
and confusion to many, many citizens. Several people went forth to
effort at finding out information-photographs were taken and followed up from several separate instances, finally approaching authorities and asking for information
and explanation. I can assure you
that the intent of the “authorities”

was and is to put a stop to not only
investigation, but also to any mention thereof.
I want you to take careful note of
several things in the letter to follow: one, “elite”, and, “best left to
professionals”, “refrain from further visits to the region in question”,
I’.. .focus is quite unwarranted”, “panel of scientists,
politicians and educators is very
much on top of this situation”, etc.
Now, why don’t some of you ask
again, ” . . .why doesn’t somebody
bring this to the public” and
“. . .why don’t you just appear to
our leaders?” and “...make your
presence known and we will all
know” and, and, and---YOU ARE
IN THE
MIDST
OF THE
GREATEST
COVER-UP AND
DECEITFUL
PLAN IN ALL
ULTIMATE
HISTORY --THE
PLAN, ACTUALLY.
SO READ
CAREFULLY THE DOCUMENT
IN POINT AND THEN PONDER
CAREFULLYc
QUOTE:
Letterhead:

WWT Inc.

U.S. Government Data Correlation
Office
Office of Foreign Relations
Frances Perkins Bldg.
200 Constitution Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20210
[Hatonn: please NOTE, this is another one of those “non-Government” agencies--i.e. “Inc.” This
a totally
PRIVATE
indicates
WORKING
CORPORATION
UNDER THE GUISE OF GOVERNMENT
AND
TOTALLY
FUNDED
AND
POLICE-SETHE
GOVCURED
BY
ERNMENT.]

Dear Mr. ( ):
According to our representatives,
you have expressed an interest of
late in a particular geographical region.
We understand fully the
concerns of ordinary citizens such
as yourself, but rest assured, Mr. (
), your focus is quite unwarranted
under the circumstances.
It may
put your mind at ease to know that
our elite panel of scientists, politicians and educators is very much
on top of this situation.
At the
same time, however, it’s the consensus of these top flight personnel
that your ongoing visits to the
Southern Nevada region can serve
no useful purpose, and may in fact
subvert the common goal by disrupting the delicate matters at
hand.
Therefore, we must ask you kindly
to please refrain from making further visits to the region in question. Most assuredly, we are doing everything possible to support
the general welfare and achieve the
interests of the community-at-large.
Your continued presence will only
complicate matters and possibly
sabotage the productive inroads
made so far. In any case, Mr. (
), we feel--and we’re sure this is
something with which you’d agree-that this matter is something
clearly best left to prtiessionals.
With the cooperation of loyal citizens, we feel confident that the
United States can stay thercourse.
Sincerely,
Wilson F. Hines III
END QUOTING OF LETTER
I don’t believe I need add anything
further to the subject. ‘,May your
eyes and insight be opened. Salu.
Hatonn to clear, please.

Date. (left out with intent.)
To: (name and address left out
with intent)
li ‘>
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